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Indiana 

"Trendy Night Out"

One of the trendiest clubs in the city, Indiana is the place to go to if you

wish to have a fun and happening night out. The nightclub is frequented

by some of the classiest crowd, and they frequently hold events as well, in

addition to a separate VIP section if you really wish to live it up. The music

here is always rocking, thanks to their in-house DJs.

 +34 90 210 8527  indianadisco.com/  info@indianadisco.com  Carrer de Sant Vicent Màrtir

95, Valencia

 by followtheseinstructions   

Killing Time 

"Paint The Town Red"

This thriving music club in the Russafa neighborhood sees a mixed crowd

of young locals and tourists. Killing Time hosts guest DJs nightly, and a

huge dance floor is where patrons can get their groove on. Sip on crafty

cocktails that help you refuel. Live music performances are also held here

occasionally.

 info@killing-time.es  Carrer del Doctor Sumsi 21, Valencia

 by Ekoanug   

Sala Matisse 

"All the Color of Matisse"

This charming nightclub/bar/music venue is delightfully inspired by the

famous painter, Henri Matisse. From the colorful walls to the surprising

little details you will find thoughout the establishment, an evening here

truly feels like a walk through a modern art book. The stage is tiny, but

always busy. Numerous live music acts come to perfrom here in this stage

from all over Spain and all over Europe and beyond. Resident DJs

maintain a good mix of music, but tend to prefer crowd pleasing pop and

dance hits. Aside from music, there are also frequent art exhibitions held

here, most artist displayed are from Valencia and the vicinities.

 +34 96 3 55 54 44  matisseclub.com/  info@salamatisse.com  Calle Ramon de Campoamor

60, Valencia

 by Public Domain   

Akuarela 

"Large disco & Live Concerts"

Do not go by its name the Akuarela is a large disco where good Spanish

music reigns supreme, although other music styles and rhythms are

played. They also organize decent concerts by fairly new bands and

singers all year long. The club attracts a fairly youngish crowd, mostly

twenty-somethings. But everyone who comes here, comes to dance the

night away and have a good time.

 +34 607 65 9705  akuarelaplaya.es/web/inici

o/

 contacto@salamandraonlin

e.com

 Calle de Eugenia Viñes 152,

Valencia
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 by servcemil   

Bounty Valencia 

"Oldest Disco In Town"

This is the oldest disco in Valencia, and they play all types of music, from

the 60s to contemporary tunes, pop and electronic, something spanning

the various decades it's been open. During the week it is a relaxed and

calm place, attracting couples mostly, but at the weekend, it fills up with a

very varied clientele. They also organize wedding celebrations and other

social events, but you have to book well in advance. The cover charge

includes one drink.

 +34 609 75 3617  ceroacero@yahoo.es  Calle del Músico José Iturbi 3, Valencia
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